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RESPONSE OF WITNESS BARON TO OCA INTERROGATORIES 

OCAIUSPS-Tl2-1. Please refer to page 7, lines 7 through 12 of your testimony, wherein 
you define the measurement of the stops effect, which you indicate is the minimum of the 
load times recorded during the 1985 load-time field test at stops receiving only one letter 
piece. 

(a) Please explain what ‘possible actions or inaction in which a carrier might be 
engaged during the time period between accessing the mailbox and loading the 
mailbox. 

(b) How would a trained data collector be able to verify that the letter carrier was 
engaged in whatever action or inaction occurs during the stops effect as delineated 
in (a)? 

(c) Please confirm that the amount of time called the “stops effect” and fixed with 
respect to volumes is measured in terms of the amount of time spent to load a 
single piece of letter mail. If you do not confirm, please explain. 

(d) In determining the duration of the stops effect, did you find that the value of the 
stops effect was different between BAM, SDR. and MDR routes? Please explain. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) As I stated in response to Docket No. R97-1 NAAAJSPS-T17-8(b), this work is the 

activity of preparing to handle mail pieces, mail bundles, or mail-related equipment. 

This work occurs immediately afier the carrier reaches the stop, and just prior to the 

initiation of the piece, bundle, or equipment handling. 

(b) One way to do this would be to conduct a test to record the activity a carrier 

undertakes immediately after having accessed a stop. The trained data collector 

would measure the time taken by the carrier to prepare for the handling of mail 

pieces, mail bundles, or mail-related equipment and the placement of mail into or 

collection of mail from receptacles. The data collector would estimate this time as 

the interval occurring immediately after the stop access has been completed 

through the point in time just prior to when handling of mail pieces, bundles, or mail- 
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related equipment has started. This measure would constitute a direct estimate of 

fixed-time at a stop. 

(c) Partially confirmed. I measure fixed-time at a stop for a given stop type as the 

average of the lowest 20n percentile of 1985 carrier times recorded at one-letter 

stops. I use this lowest 20* percentile solely to infer a value for fixed-time at a stop, 

given the absence of any direct measurements of this fixed time. See also my 

responses to Docket No. Rg7-I, UPS/USPS-T17-11 (a) and (b). 

(d) Confirmed. The averages of the lowest 20m percentile of carder times differ across 

the three stop types. 
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OCAIUSPS-T12-2. Please refer to USPS-LR-I-159, page 20. Please provide (or indicate 
where provided) a definition for each column heading. 

RESPONSE: 

ILlT = The sum over all sampled routes of the given route type of each route’s average 

daily load time tally count multiplied by the route’s inflation factor. Each route’s 

inflation factor equals the ratio of the gross total number of routes for the given 

route type in the route’s ZIP Code divided by the corresponding total sampled 

routes in the ZIP Code. 

ISST = The sum over all sampled routes of the given mute type of each route’s average 

daily street support tally count multiplied by the route’s inflation factor. 

IDTT = The sum over all sampled routes of the given route type of each route’s average 

daily driving time tally count multiplied by the route’s inflation factor. 

IRAFT = The sum over all sampled routes of the given route type, of each route’s average 

daily route/access foot-park & loop tally count multiplied by the route’s inflation 

factor. 

IRACT = The sum over all sampled routes of the given route type of each route’s average 

daily route/access curbline tally count multiplied by the route’s inflation factor. 

ICBT = The sum over all sampled routes of the given route type of each route’s average 

daily collection box tally count multiplied by the route’s inflation factor. 

l-l-r= The sum over all sampled routes of the given route type of each route’s average 

daily total street activity tally count multiplied by the route’s inflation factor. 

ITRVT = The sum over all sampled routes of the given route type of each route’s average 

daily travel time tally count multiplied by the route’s inflation factor. 
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LTPERC = ILlT/IlT = The percentage of inflated street activity tallies for the given route 

type that are load time tallies. 

SSPERC = SST/ITT = The percentage of inflated street activity tallies for the given mute 

type that are street support tallies. 

DTPERC = IDTTAlT = The percentage of inflated street activity tallies for the given route 

type that are driving time tallies. 

RAFPERC = IRAFTMT = The percentage of inflated street activity tallies for the given 

route type that are route/access foot - park & loop tallies. 

RACPERC =IRACT/ITT = The percentage of inflated street activity tallies for the given 

route type that are route/access curbline tallies. 

CBPERC =ICBT/ITT = The percentage of inflated street activity tallies for the given route 

type that are ccllection box tallies. 

TRVPERC = ITRVTATT = The percentage of inflated street activity tallies for the given 

route type that are travel time tallies. 
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OCAAJSPS-T12-3. Both the access time and load time can be clearly delineated as 
canter activities. For example, a carrier would be able to identify the activity in which he or 
she was engaged during access or load. 

(a) How would a carrier delineate the activity in which she or he was engaged during 
the stops effect? 

(b) Why would the stops effect not more logically be a part of the load time? 

RESPONSE 

(a) A carrier would delineate the activity of preparing to handle mail pieces, bundles, or 

mail-related equipment. The carrier would do so by describing what he or she does 

immediately aher reaching a stop, but prior to handling mail pieces, bundles, or 

equipment. 

(b) Load time at a stop is time that vanes in response to changes in mail volume and 

volume mix at that stop. The stops effect is time that is independent of the amount 

and mix of mail delivered or collected at the stop. It depends solely on coverage. 
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OCAAJSPS-T12-4. Please refer to lines 15 through 17 on page 32 of your testimony, 
wherein you discuss witness Raymond’s data collection efforts. You indicate that witness 
Raymond collected data for loading, driving, route-access (FAT), route-access (CAT), 
collection, and street support functions. 

(a) Did witness Raymond collect data for the stops effect’? Why or why not; please 
explain. 

(b) Was the stops effect observable to the data collectors? Were barcodes or activity 
codes or descriptions given to the data collectors for the stops effect2 Please 
explain. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) I am unaware of any stops effect data collected by Mr. Raymond. I was not involved 

in decisions made by the Engineered Standards / Delivery Redesign project team 

relating to the data to be collected in its surveys. 

(b) Please see my response to part (a). 
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OCAIUSPS-TI85. Please refer to line 19, page 32, through line 4, page 33, wherein you 
indicate that the Engineering Standards data set accounts for recent operational practices 
much more accurately than does the 1988 data set. 

(a) Please define the measure of accuracy, and whether it is a statistical measure. 

(b) Please explain the major changes between the two data sets in their reflection of 
current operational practices. 

(c) Please identify all changes in operational practices to which you refer. 

(d) Was the 1988 data set created for the purpose of a rate case or rate analysis? 
Please list all purposes for creation of the 1988 data set. 

RESPONSE: 

(a/b) I have not produced quantitative measures of accuracy. The reasons I believe the 

Engineered Standards data set accounts for recent operational practices more 

accurately than does the 1986 data set are presented in my direct testimony on 

page 33 at lines 1 through 18, and page 37 at lines 9 through 23. 

03 Please see my testimony at page 33, lines 11 through 18, and pages 36-37. 

(d) A discussion of the objectives of the 1986 data set is beyond the scope of my 

testimony. Please see Docket No. R87-1, USPS-T-7 and Exhibit B to USPS-T-7 for 

a presentation of these objectives. 
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OCAIUSPS-T12-9. Please refer to lines 2 through 10 on page 34 of your testimony. 

(4 What was the date of coverage for the Carrier Route Master File that you used? 

(b) You indicate that four of the ES routes could not be located on the CRMF; please 
explain this discrepancy. 

(c) Does this discrepancy call into doubt the accuracy of the files? 

RESPONSE: 

(a) The date of coverage is Postal Fiscal Year 1997 - Quarter 4. 

(b) The SAS program ES.CNTL (documented in USPS LR-I-159) assigns 5digit zip 

codes to the routes located on the Engineered Standards data base through a 

merger of the ALDRAN.THREEZIP.CSV and ALDRAN.FOS.STS.SAS.DATA files 

by city. The S-digit zip code assigned to each route equals the 3digit zip code from 

ALLDRAN.THREEZIP.CSV plus the first two digits of the route number obtained 

from ALLDRAN.FOS.STS.SAS.DATA. However, the g-digit zip codes assigned in 

this manner to the four routes in question do not contain the route numbers for such 

routes according to the CRMF. Therefore, no information was available from the 

CRMF to determine which route-type categories the four routes should be assigned 

to. 

To determine whether the absence of these four routes from the analysis materially 

affects the estimates of street-time percentages, I conducted a simple test. Rather 

than attempt to locate these four routes on the CRMF, and to then determine their 

route type categories based on CRMF information, I assumed that their correct 

route type categories are the ones reported on the ES data base. This 

determination of route type categories enabled me to include all tally data obtained 

for the four routes in a new calculation of street-time percentages. 
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These new percentages, which are now based on tallies from 340 routes (the 

initial 336 plus the four new routes), are shown in the table below. The table also 

shows the official street-time percentages calculated based on tallies from the initial 

336 routes. Note, also, that three of the four new routes are categorized as 

residential park & loop, and one is categorized as mixed park & loop. 

A comparison of the top and bottom parts of this table show that the addition 

of the four routes to the calculations changes the street-time percentages by 

extremely small amounts within the residential loop category, and by moderate 

amounts within the mixed loop route category. For residential loop, the biggest 
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changes are a 0.09 percentage point increase in the load-time percentage and 0.11 

percentage point decrease in the route/access FAT percentage. For mixed loop, 

the load-time percentage increases by 1.38 percentage points, and the 

route/access FAT percentage decreases by 2.70 percentage points. 

(d) The changes just summarized in part (c) do not, in my view, seriously impair the 

accuracy of the cost analysis. As the table below shows, the main effect of applying 

the street-time percentages based on tallies from the 340~route data set is to 

increase volume-variable load-time costs by a few million dollars above the costs 

produced by the official percentages, which are based on tallies from the initial 336 

routes. 

BY 1998 VOLUME-VARIABLE LOAD-TIME COSTS ( $1,000) 

CLASS, SUBCLASS, OR 
SPECIAL SERVlCE 

‘Official Costs Based Costs Based on 
on Tallies from the Tallies from all 

Initial 336 ES Routes 340 ES Routss 

CLASS MAIL: 

-.-.-- 
_ I-IKS r-CLASS 660,335 663;299 
HTY MAIL 49,656 50,079 

----,MAIL 22.406 22.497 
ULCiKAtAs 103 104 ~ 

, iRIODICALS: 
1 IN-COUNTY 6,691 8,932 

^ . ._^. 
DE COUNTY: 
11 AR 69,247 69,564 

I-WOFIT 20,566 20,660 
CsRnnM 58.5 506 

_. .-..- 
RS 

..,-.-, .-.A 1 

-0 I 

,. ..,-..a 

PERIODICALS 
I 

99,289 99.744 
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BY 1998 VOLUME-VARIABLE LOAD-TIME COSTS ( $1,000) 

CLASS, SUBC&ASS, OR 
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OCAIUSPS-TI2-7. Please refer to lines 2 through 8 on page 36 of your testimony. You 
indicate that the new street-time proportions are substantially different from those 
previously presented. Have you examined these differences to whether they are 
statistically significant? If so, what were the results? If not, why not? 

RESPONSE: 

I have not examined the differences to determine statistical significance. However, the 

important point to consider here is that the Postal Service has chosen to substiiute the new 

street-time proportions for the 1986 proportiins in its allocation of actual accrued street- 

time costs across activities. The accrued cost allocations based on the new proportions 

are substantially different than those based on the 1988 proportions. Thus, the implication 

of any finding that the differences between the proportions are not statistically significant is 

unclear. Whether they are or ,not, the competing cost allocations they produce would be 

the same as they are currently, as would the large differences between these two 
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